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The ultimate currency: gold camp of Zürcher Kantonalbank. (Photo: Keystone)

Gold fascinated. For some, the precious metal is the only real, hard currency. Nothing they saw rather

than a return to the gold standard, which all currencies firmly anchored. For the other gold is nothing

more than a barbaric relic, something that you dig out of the ground, melts, poured into ingots, then

return to the ground - the vault - to bury.

It's like a religion. Either you believe in it, or you can do anything with it.

Undisputed is the evolution that has taken gold in the past twelve years. With an average growth of

15.4% per year since 1999, it was one of the best investments ever. Here is the price chart (in U.S.

dollars per troy ounce; Source: Bloomberg)
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The most common reason why someone buys gold and holds the role of the metal as an inflation hedge,

store of value and as an insurance policy against all types of disaster scenarios.

The two American economists Claude Erb and Campbell Harvey have in a working paper attempts for

the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER), to explore the question of whether these features

gold has historically been shown to be satisfied. To make it short: The conclusion of the study is a little

spongy, Erb and Harvey come to the conclusion that gold only over a long period - calculated in

centuries - has proven an effective hedge against inflation. In the short term - which is crucial for the

investor - let this not be detected.

In the study, but it has some great graphics that speak largely for themselves. Here is a selection of

them., Each with only one brief

The first chart shows the price of gold per ounce (Y axis) and the consumer price index (X-axis) since

1975 (Source: NBER):

The red regression line shows a positive correlation of the two data series. In relation to consumer

prices, the gold price currently appears, however, significantly overvalued. The fair value for this scale

would likely be around $ 780 per ounce.

Here is the real price of gold relative to the consumer price index, also from 1975:

Slightly different way, the scale indicated by this overestimation of the metal. Since 1975 (the study's

http://blog.derbund.ch/nevermindthemarkets/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/NMTM_Gold_Bloom_Feb13.jpg
http://www.nber.org/papers/w18706.pdf?new_window=1
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authors have chosen the year, because from then on in the U.S. for the private ownership of gold was

legal again, and from a real, free gold market could be the speech) was the real price of gold in the

middle of 3.2 - multiple of the index of consumer prices - but with large variations around the mean.

Currently, the gold price is 7.3 times the consumer price index.

And here is the relationship between gold prices and U.S. consumer price index over a very long

period, since 1791:

Inflation data from 1791 to 1929 are calculated according to the authors, to the best knowledge and

belief, since no official data are available. This view also suggests a strong current overvaluation of the

metal.

This chart here I particularly like:

It shows the average annual inflation rates in the U.S. among the various currency systems that went

through the country. Bimetallic time in the years before the Civil War (the authors distinguish between

an actual silver and gold standard), the inflation rate was -0.1 to 1.1% per year. The years 1862 to 1879

are classified as pure paper money system (fiat money) because the Union on a large scale printed

dollar bills ("greenbacks") to finance the cost of the war against the South. First, the United States

experienced a sharp spike in inflation at that time, but the following years were - despite the paper

money system - characterized by deflation, so that the average inflation rate was -0.1% per year. Here

is the true gold standard until 1933, then the quasi-gold standard from 1934 to 1973, when the gold

price was fixed at $ 35 (after which later, the Bretton Woods system was based). Since 1973 there is a

real turn-Fiat Money system, with average inflation of 3.7% per year, such average is depressed by the

late seventies up.

The following chart examines the question of whether gold is an effective hedge against losses in the

stock market:

http://blog.derbund.ch/nevermindthemarkets/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/NMTM_Gold_8_Feb13.jpg
http://blog.derbund.ch/nevermindthemarkets/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/NMTM_Gold_7_Feb131.jpg
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The answer is no. The dots represent monthly observations between 1975 and 2012. In the first

quadrant (upper right) are the months in which both sections of the U.S. stock market as well as the

price of gold positive. In the second quadrant (upper left), the gold price was in the black, but the stock

market in the red, in the third quadrant (bottom left) were both equities and the gold price in the red.

Gold would be suitable as an effective hedge against equity setbacks, would be much more in the

second place in the third quadrant - which is not the case.

Here is a graph for the price elasticity of demand for gold:

The price elasticity of demand for jewelery is negative. The higher the gold price, the lower the

demand. For technical and industrial applications, demand is largely inelastic. Positive elasticity,

however, is in investor demand, the higher the price of gold, the more gold is demanded by investors. A

good example of the pro-cyclical, momentum-driven investors' behavior.

Here is an overview of the gold reserves of central banks:

And here, finally, an overview of the change in the gold reserves of central banks since 2000.
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The Swiss National Bank has sold around 1,500 tonnes therefore the most gold, the People's Bank of

China has established with over 600 tons at most.

Whom it may concern: On fuw.ch we currently running a poll to discuss whether and how our readers

to invest in gold. Who wants to join: Here is the link to the survey.

Tags: Gold
You can follow any  responses to this entry  through the RSS 2.0 feed track. You can use a post comment or

trackback from y our own site set.

Empfehlen Empfiehl dies deinen Freunden.

73 Comments to "Golden Times"

Max Master says:
8th February 2013 at 07:07
Since there is a very important chart. The chart of the increase in the amount of paper money relative

to gold price shows. 

Historically Viewed similar to gold always in the paper money supply. This has happened despite 12

years of bull market in gold is not because gold is constantly manipulated by the big banks and

commodity exchanges. Eventually they will maintain this manipulation but can not because everyone

wants to have gold, but the supply of physical gold is much to be low. You will find that there is much

less physical gold has been accepted as a general. The demand for gold has increased steadily in recent

years, and countries like China, Russia and India buy gold as there is no tomorrow. Central banks have

repelled a few years ago buying gold, has returned to gold. There is after all the filth of the paper

money printing did not raise concerns with gold. Historically, people in Kries times are always

returned to gold and silver. This happens not always voluntary. The crowd always tries everything else

from before and flees only in the precious metals when it is almost too late.

If something is in a bubble, it's the paper money supply, the bond market and the derivatives market.

Gold has no counterparty risk and can not go bankrupt and therefore people buy gold. That will not

change, no matter what any shrewd experts want to sell to people.

Reply
makan says:
8th February 2013 at 08:55
Nicely put Mr. Meister, 

Furthermore, the World population continues to grow, so it has less and less gold for a growing

population.

Reply
Armin Bühler says:
8th February 2013 at 14:39
The gold content alone in the ocean meets at least about 4 kg of gold per person.

Reply
Silverager says:
8th February 2013 at 19:30
Well, then you are fishing your 4 kg of gold to get away from the ocean.

Reply
Armin Bühler says:
8th February 2013 at 09:14
In Switzerland, currently Buying Real Estate, as there is no tomorrow. 

Shall we therefore now buy all still overpriced real estate?

Reply
Reto Stadelman says:
8th February 2013 at 10:04
@ Buhler 

Yes I think so. There are more and more people, one end of this spiral is not in sight. Country but also

gold are scarce, their value increases continously. If you have the money you should invest in real

assets.

Reply
Armin Bühler says:
8th February 2013 at 14:30
And when the real estate bubble bursts, then we can put off by the fact that we have wasted our hard

earned wages after all in real values, rather than in something unreal like have invested a better

education.

Reply
Reto Stadelman says:
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9th February 2013 at 17:15
Mr. Buhler, long term, there is no real estate bubble. Population growth is a reality. Of course you

should not just pay any fancy price for a property, but as has been written, in the long term it is worth it

if one buys a property carefully. The same is true for gold. 

How do they get on education I understand now but not quite. Education is very valuable. But

education against investing in gold or real estate to lead in my opinion is similar to breathing against

drinking play off. It makes no sense. For purely financial terms is both very important and worthwhile.

Linus Huber says:
10th February 2013 at 00:11
@ Armin

Even education is overpriced immeasurably. Today, one could easily make accessible each lecture

10,000 students, which could be the relationship of teachers to students to expand massively. The

training system is, unfortunately, very much nationalized, thus increasing the efficiency remains very

modest.

Hugo says:
8th February 2013 at 07:13
Just my 2 cents: 

* The regression line in Exhibit is delicious. Indicating the correlation coefficient would be helpful 

* Clear the Chinese buy gold ... where they should be otherwise with all that money? Buy more dollars? 

* Infaltion Wärungsbezogen is yet, or am I wrong? Then, this study for the U.S. $ is possibly relevant,

interpretations, and conclusions on the CHF but very brave and rather negligent!

Am I so wrong?

Reply
Thomas seriously says:
8th February 2013 at 09:42
@ Hugo

Gold is a powerful mythical symbol and therefore desired in traditional societies like India, China etc.

enormously. The demand for gold jewelry of the Chinese population can not be underestimated.

Interesting seems to me that even national banks are subject to the temptations of gold. Although

platinum and silver are also used in industry and valuable, nothing is known that the SNB would in the

cellar and a few tons of platinum bars. Only rational that can not be explained.

Since only helps Goethe: depends on gold, pushing everything to gold ...

Reply
Hans Ernst says:
9th February 2013 at 21:53
Put the national banks on gold has probably done simply with the fact that gold has become a kind of

"industry standard". The market is wide and therefore the trading liquidity and therefore less marked

by extreme volatility. Also cyclical factors that are important when used in industrial metals, with gold

less pronounced. Gold has value independent of the business cycle. Everyone wants gold, even if it

currently has no use for it. Gold is therefore ultimately a bit predictable. Otherwise it would be more

interesting if perhaps currently national banks would not bet on precious metals, but for example to

lead. Its forecasts should (solar, electric vehicles, etc.) may not be so bad and the storage problem

could (larger amounts) to solve sure if the Swiss Army would ask some old bunkers in the Gotthard

available in terms of increasing demand for batteries. But in an economic crisis, the value of lead

dwindle to zero. Because who wants ugly, toxic lead, if he is not somewhere you can use useful? Gold,

however, is always in demand.

Reply
Hans Meister says:
8th February 2013 at 08:24
With all due respect Mr. Meister, your comment is merely a manipulation Betr. unbelegbare

conspiracy theory, which is spread by a few diehard Golld bugs you. If anything is manipulative, it's

your one-sided comment.

Reply
Max Master says:
8th February 2013 at 13:40
@ Hans Meister

There is sufficient evidence and also evidence of the manipulation of the gold and silver prices. They

are so numerous that I will not list them here. Who wants to know more about it just have a regular

time look at the website "Gold Anti-Trust Action Comitee's" http://www.gata.org throw.

Why buy governments and central banks are themselves just paper money "en mass" Print gold when

it's such a useless things alleged and paper money is better than gold? As a state may in the normal way,

the money supply practically overnight verdopplen (FED after the Lehman crisis in 2008) without that

gold prices explode?

Gold and silver have been used for thousands of years as a means of payment and have received their

purchasing power as opposed to paper money. Thus, they are the opponents to paper money because

you can compare the purchasing power of cash together. If one only looks at times the last 12 years,

then cut the paper currencies against gold and silver from miserable. Gold and silver would appreciate

against gold too quickly, that can confuse the people. People would "tighten" that the purchasing

power of their paper money dissolves into thin air which would lead to much, much more currency in

gold and silver would be exchanged. Since both the physical gold and physical silver market compared

to stocks, bond market and derivatives market is tiny, this would be the prices of precious metals going

through the roof and the paper currencies would fall in comparison, literally. It goes without saying

that an institution like the FED is printing trillions of paper money, has a vested interest in that it does

not happen. Finally, they want their paper money "Ponzi scheme," get as long as possible.

Dear Mr. Champion: Avoid the gold and invest them in paper money. I do the opposite ;-)

Reply
Hans Meister says:
8th February 2013 at 15:24
@ Max Masters: The gold conspiracy theory you mentioned my side is not known, it is the stronghold

of the blue-eyed gold bugs. To 99% as unfounded allegations are made known.

PS: I bought gold for more than ten years (against CHF), did this about a year ago sold out completely.

(Must) I would speculate, I would sell at current prices on gold futures (or as Futureskontrankt) to then
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close out the position at much lower prices with a positive P & L!

Reply
Linus Huber says:
10th February 2013 at 00:08
@ Hans

Do you like about the timing are right, I have to assume that within a year most likely to make the wide

recognition that the money printing does not produce economic growth. But it is difficult to consider

the matter to be safe when one considers what fanatics are on the press.

Reply
wolfgang Eikmeier says:
8th February 2013 at 08:54
So for me, the time of our spin doctors are long gone. By well-meaning sites we mentioned it several

times, to think for themselves! The great mass thinks not, but relies on the Pied Piper of our present

time. And since this is so, we are in the midst of the time of "hindsight" and that's a good thing. If I

understand to this day does not want a kilo of gold has a value greater than one kilogram of paper,

every effort of enlightenment in vain. I find it very nice if we human beings and citizens decide to do

even now able to define our own path. I give out, however, that has Niemann be deceived when he has

after the currency reform due to be exchanged for cash advance in gold. From a wonderful book "The

lie of the century" by Heiko Schrang, I may quote the following: "When something is new, people say

that is not true, then, if this truth is obvious, they say it is not so wichtig.Zum Finally, if this importance

can not be denied, they say: Well, that's nothing new! 

William James. My humble advice: More often you read a good article, or even buy a good book. It

pays for itself. So fits nicely on to you.

Reply
Pascal Master says:
8th February 2013 at 09:24
Even if the gold today of 7.3 times the inflation index is worth the long-term average, and only 2.3

times, then this shows simply the inflation expectations of investors (simplified and explained without

regard to the rest of the world). Investors therefore say that in the short to medium term is to start

from a more massive depreciation of the dollar, at least 50% ...

Reply
ast says:
8th February 2013 at 11:25
Note, however, that the measurement of inflation is not always on the same shopping carts built and

that such other ShadowStats inflation calculated values for the USA (Gold is traded in U.S. $).

According to these figures, we have in the U.S., about 6% of consumer inflation.

http://www.shadowstats.com/alternate_data/inflation-charts

Reply
Christian says:
8th February 2013 at 10:16
Unfortunately embezzled here that the inflation index will be adapted according to the needs of

statistics and spreads its to low inflation. So far as a long-term comparison of the inflation indices, with

the gold price is not really meaningful.

Reply
RealTerm says:
8th February 2013 at 22:40
Exactly dehalb: http://www.RealTerm.de

Reply
Marc Schiesser says:
8th February 2013 at 10:43
One can talk about gold as bad as you want. But gold is surely better than a fiat currency, which keeps

losing in value. Or someone really thinks, that increase people's confidence in dollar & euro & co in the

future will be??

Reply
Sepp says:
9th February 2013 at 12:02
One should not be confused with gold money. Money must circulate, and is based on credit (debt).

Gold is a store of value, just like a car or a house. It is therefore a big difference between being 1 kg of

gold under the mattress sets, or an equivalent sum. And not because the paper could one day lose the

value, but because the gold no need to do differently to the same equivalent debt. 

those who have money and therefore gold buys or builds a house helps to pay off debt because he

attributes his money in the economic cycle .

Reply
Anh Toan says:
10th February 2013 at 10:12
@ Sepp: "He who has money and thus gold buys or builds a house helps to pay off debt because he

attributes his money in the economic cycle."

How does the amount of money (debt) from if I CHF 50,000 for 1 kilo of gold to give? Or a property?

Full or a railroad car with gummy bears?

Reply
Sepp says:
11th February 2013 at 03:22
@ Anh Toan

Suppose you order 20 tons of apples purchased from the local farmer, it can pay off the mortgage on

his new house. The apples spoil it for you instead of with him. Therefore, you would rather go to the

goldsmith and can make a piece of jewelery. Then this just may pay off his mortgage. In gold, the same

thing happened, just something abstract. In any case, there is money destroyed and thus debt because

gold does not come through debt in the world, but always money.

So I would not have said that you want to convert their money into gold. I want to draw attention to

particular contexts. There are more sensible investment opportunities, if you look at it from the

perspective of society.

Reply
ast says:
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8th February 2013 at 10:46
"Fair value for this scale would likely be around $ 780 per ounce."

Not when the broader market involves the gold originated in Asia. Since gold is a limited commodity is

available in this century plays with a special music, especially since even the Chinese the gold trade was

opened. The demographics (population density within the public gold market) suggests further price

rises. Against the pressure on prices due to the population explosion in emerging markets speaks only

one factor, namely an increased promotion of the metal. As it stands, however, the times of increased

gold production are likely over. Imagine, in the 19th Century was still quite a lot of gold on the surface

are found, while now ever greater effort has to be to win the metal. Further speaks another factor for

gold, there were in fact in the last 5 years a number of new patents filed that refer to the use of gold in

the industry.

Reply
ast says:
8th February 2013 at 11:07
"It's like a religion. Either you believe in it, or you can do anything with it. "

It is more of a religion to believe in the value of fiat money. In contrast to gold all artificially created by

man are lost again in importance, were devalued by economic crises or political and military events.

the purchasing power of gold is about more than 2000 years remained the same, the same amount of

bread as per gold unit. Gold use for speculative purposes is already a matter of faith, but as a long-term

stake in the depot of a family's assets to be protected, there is no better alternative. The average return

in stocks over several hundred years drawn, which is about 4%, if you include fees and the like. With

Bonds, it looks worse because you get to about 2.5%, the recent decades have been here hardly

recurring special case. From my perspective, the value of gold from its physical proportion of the

periodic table to explain, and that the weight of gold and its properties is very good as a medium to

engage in trade. I would certainly bet that on a "mirror world" somewhere in the universe any

intelligent life that is similar to the human attaches to gold the same values and standards as we-

assuming this planet have corresponding gold deposits like the Earth, but this is most likely.

Reply
Thomas seriously says:
8th February 2013 at 12:30
One must probably assume that the old hunter-gatherer cultures had different Wertmasstäbe ...

What does not change that any monetary system, and especially fiat money is a community of faith,

often with religious confusion.

Money today is often only a few bits in a computer.

Reply
ast says:
9th February 2013 at 13:40
As a Swiss could diversification for inflation protection in addition to a mixture of gold, silver,

platinum, palladium and keep Norwegian krone, because their export industry based on 70% of

petroleum products. Norway therefore has its own currency not artificially press, such as Switzerland

or bind to a Euro Under Genze.

Reply
Linker says:
8th February 2013 at 11:03
Can be assessed to what extent the listing of gold depends on the expected evolution. I assume that an

increasing number of investors is to stock up on gold. The QE1, 2 and Twist program encouraged this

tendency. Monätere ECB activities and the diversification of Chinese reserves will support the share

price continues. Incidentally, the purchasing power of gold in terms of the quantity of goods and

services is relatively stable. Ex mid 70s, 1 kg of gold around CHF 12,000, which corresponded to a

lower middle class BMW. Today, approximately 1 kg of gold CHF 45,000 is still a BMW 3 Series. I see

gold as Lfrg. wealth creation, along with real estate and stocks. Debt instruments such as Treasury

bonds or euro bonds but also confederates have definitely no place for me in the portfolio. Be it

because of monetarism or the low level of interest in the CH. With U.S. dollars as commodity currency

/ world currency and the associated imported inflation for us Swiss Gold is an alternative. That our

CHF is enhanced, because I no longer believe in the BSp. the EUR Minimum definition and protection

of our exporters. In addition, a inflationisierung the debt benefits the gold investors and this is already

taking place in the U.S. is any hope in the meantime clear. Thinking of diversifying Gold belongs in

every portfolio, the proportion we can discuss.

Reply
Marc Giardino says:
8th February 2013 at 11:31
And why has not the price of gold as an additional graphic displayed to the euro and the franc? 

That would be a real additional information. And maybe another a comparison of the currency rates. 

Nevertheless thanks for the info.

Reply
Armin Bühler says:
8th February 2013 at 11:39
He is already mapped in relation to the consumer price index. The currency is then irrelevant.

Reply
Linker says:
9th February 2013 at 03:40
The CPI is not the whole Inflationisierung grasp, it lacks the asset price inflation (equity market),

which catapulted currently the DJ index to new highs. Analyze times the correlation between stock

booms and QE program in the U.S., or between ECB Draghi's activities and development of the DAX.

Simply put, the entire money supply has been growing for USD Greespan many times in relation to the

quantity of goods. These dollars are responsible for many bubbles.

Reply
Linus Huber says:
9th February 2013 at 03:53
Exactly

Reply
RealTerm says:
10th February 2013 at 11:03
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Yes! It is an ancient game:

http://www.realterm.de/images/DOWinGold_max.png

Harry Harrer says:
8th February 2013 at 11:55
The paper money of the central bank is good today not even for heating, since it lacks the ovens. So no

idea what to do with this paper. Best gives it back to the banks, which have indeed created, and thus

should know what to do with it. I think not but who themselves do not know their Papierlavinen only

distort all votes, so you can not build a new one.

I think it's so great to at least leave the paper at the bank and it may get physical gold and other tangible

assets. That's like one gild on the toxic waste dump toxic waste. In this way, working is fun again, and

the banksters are somewhat sympathetic, because the gold market, they have at least worked his way

up to very good scavengers. Only a matter of time until they are uncomfortable and may charge higher

fees because their temporary paper landfill now likely to be jammed full, and their depraved minds not

to the honorable profession of a waste's get along.

What starts to bother me in this regard already, is that ship to the western banksters countries now

begin in Africa and the Middle East in order to bomb their unwanted paper waste there, and from there

to procure the missing gold. There are probably just still uneducated Rueppel. They are inwardly poor

and therefore feel compelled to steal and murder. And after they were allowed to grow in wealth and

thus have received good educations.

Internal poverty and imbalance with the environment are therefore the real problems, but gold helps

to uncover these problems and to understand. That to me is the essential function of gold currently.

Sometime in the distant future, the crowd flow and detect gold in something else, so in the sense of

"dance around the golden calf." Then one may give away his gold safely, because it has lost its meaning.

Reply
Thomas seriously says:
8th February 2013 at 12:34
@ Harry

As far as money exists electronically, there is no matter that could burn you, just a couple of quantum

effects in a layer of rust (hard disk). Notes are not made of paper (wood fibers) but cotton. The burns

significantly worse ...

Reply
Thomas seriously says:
8th February 2013 at 12:36
Of course ... but you're right with the section on the inner poverty.

Reply
Anh Toan says:
8th February 2013 at 12:43
Free after Kostolani: For gold is the fact that the amount of idiots is greater than the amount of gold.

Reply
ast says:
9th February 2013 at 12:53
This suggests the Kostolany was a Idio

Kostolany advocates from folgenem reason for gold: "According Kostolany is to invest in gold" dead

capital "and cut off the economic part of necessary liquidity."

The narcissistic speculator Mr. Kostolany "of course" forget that gold is an excellent Tier1 security.

Security through a sufficient amount of Tier 1 security is the foundation of a functioning economy, it

builds trust-for example, through the banks.

And because I'm at it to emphasize the importance of safety, the new Basel Accord for banks demand

higher Tier 1 values, suggesting gold. Liquidity that not everything is shown by the fact that the

quantitative easing in the West not been invested in the real economy, it does only when money

returns to being a surer value.

Reply
Sepp says:
9th February 2013 at 13:09
"According Kostolany is to invest in gold" dead capital "and cut off the economic part of necessary

liquidity."

This statement is false, it is even reversed. Because someone buys gold with excess liquidity, its cash

flows back into the market. Although this debt could be paid and the cash would actually be less.

However, only allows the debt that the previously loaded new debt securities may be included, and

thus may arise again revolving liquidity.

Reply
Anh Toan says:
10th February 2013 at 09:59
@ Ast and sepp: I have (there are more shares or more idiots) with my modified quote not Kostolani's

opinion about gold), but the fact that my gold fans here do not purchase a reasonable argument to be

able to call on gold, except that they could later sell more expensive, because many still want to buy

gold, not because it is useful for them anyway, except by the sale proceeds. The vast majority of the

gold bugs tell me something here that actually known to the market would have to be (money printing,

etc.) and thus already included in the current price of gold would have to be a reason for a further gold

price increase would be only when more and faster money printed , as the market expects today.

As long as more and more idiots like gold, the gold price is rising, and there are quite a few idiots in the

world, and happiness is popularly accordance with the Stupids, is a further gold price rise is not

unlikely.

Reply
Linus Huber says:
10th February 2013 at 13:40
@ Anh Toan

Those who want to earn gold may very well be wrong. Gold has more the function of insurance against

the arbitrariness and manipulation of governments and central banks in their efforts to get the current

conditions crisis under control. One can not really know what these elitist parasites still have

everything in stock, so you are almost in gold compared to its extreme manipulative interventions
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received an assurance to by having an estate, which occupied since people always remember a

privileged position, considered money be.

Dorian says:
8th February 2013 at 13:04
Just a note to Exhibit 7: The y-axis is logarithmic - because it looks as though inflation would rise only

slightly ("linear"), but in reality there is an exponential increase.

Reply
Rolf Zach says:
8th February 2013 at 14:22
This article shows one clear, gold can also be purchased as an investment priced. Anyone who buys

gold, automatically 

where it was too much fiat money in the world and it will only get worse. Counter-question, it is again a

2nd World War I give 

and will accelerate the growth of the world population and are everywhere successor of Hitler and

Stalin? Who the 

answer is yes, must immediately buy gold, regardless of price. Who but his future as a capitalist sees 

his own efforts will be rewarded despite a greedy government still should not be ideologically gold

investments- 

seek, but more in the price relative to other investments. Who bought 1795 not gold but UK

government bonds, 

by 1914 had a much better life than the gold investor. He was entitled to deny it for a living. 

course he had his nervous time, between 1803-1815 (Napoleon). The overpriced purchase a home with

no 

debt with low overhead is preferable to any other overpriced shopping, especially raw materials and

highly 

hyped growth stocks. The archeology is today buried gold treasures at the time of the Romans. Why

their owners have not taken on the run? Had these wealthy Romans. Addition to their absolute safe

havens Constantinople and Alexandria gold or had they begin as paupers from the front We provide

better 

for a little more just community, where create as many, both prosperity and benefit from it. 

This is a naturally idealistic view. That every rational investor gripes caused, because he has to take a

society as it is. It is often quoted truism, but Warren Buffett is an example of it. Consumption is

secondary to his 

true passion is poker and its asset growth. Let us not forget the quote from Keynes' Gold is a 

barbarous relic. "

Reply
Thomas seriously says:
8th February 2013 at 18:02
@ Rolf

One request: If you are typing the message, please NOT hard line breaks, otherwise the text chopped

above.

Two breaks in a row result in a paragraph. The structured text and avoids tedious Mimix. How to make

the post easier to read.

Thank you! Et

Reply
Mr. Martin Wood says:
8th February 2013 at 14:37
The more or less constant U.S. inflation since the late 1930s - about 3.5% per year - to suspect that the

U.S. economic system would not work without this inflation. This probably needs inflation so that the

economy is driven. Or, as in inflation And Economic Growth is to read: "Growth of a nation depends to

a large extent on employment. If rate of inflation is high, unemployment rate is low and vice versa.

This theory is propounded by economist William Philips and this gave rise to the Philips Curve. " Such

a chat host system can never be in a state of equilibrium and zero growth would result under the

present economic system to unemployment. This seems at least the American society, but probably

the whole of the West and maybe the whole world to be condemned to growth.

Reply
Roli says:
8th February 2013 at 22:01
As long as the Americans are with the dollar the world currency, they can press and manipulate the

price of gold. Dollars are simply still widely popular, whether in Kolummbien, Peru, Argentina, Africa,

Asia. 

soon as there is an alternative America is bekommnen trouble, then you can use the raw materials (oil,

etc.) do not buy more with paper. Until now, the demand for dollars continuously as more and more oil

is used and promoted. Also, the increasing volume of trade is invoiced in dollars. America benefits so

as a manufacturer of world currency dollar. Why should not the gold price rise is controlled. Because

the price of gold should explode diern, then confidence in the dollar will disappear. 

And the established amounts of money are fueling inflation! Gold is going through the roof, then laugh

the wrong previously intuited, laughed out die-hard gold bugs. 

And economists are looking for an excuse as to why their mathematical formulas were wrong. I have

far too long familiar these pundits now I listen to my gut feeling.

Reply
Linus Huber says:
8th February 2013 at 22:01
We scraped a little here at the surface, if we consider the price of gold. The real and important question

is how the permanent devaluation since the 30's impact on society, what social values are promoted

and which thereby marginalized. On closer examination, one will find no doubt that the inflationary

monetary policy promoted values which exert a negative impact on society. Honesty, honesty,

responsibility, respect, compassion and many other values that are important for the proper

functioning of a society have lost relative importance in favor of the number below the line. This is no

accident, but depends very much on the medium of money, because this a high priority in our self-

image and takes daily everywhere used.
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Conclusion: If canceled money devalues the humanity.

Reply
RealTerm says:
8th February 2013 at 22:37
@ Linus HBER: If only everyone would like to recognize this fatal connection. If the money by fraud

"made" more money than can be through honest work, then our society is destroyed.

The graphs are weak! Who wants to look really looks, as here:

http://www.realterm.de/images/Goldpreis 20Geldmengen_max.png% 20and%

Reply
Rolf Zach says:
9th February 2013 at 13:55
I understand this graph not unlike those of the article. If it shows that in 1980 the gold price was

massively overvalued, I agree. It is my view today overrated, though not so in 1980. The graphics of

the article I understand much better. No graph shows but discounting the gold that you would have to

be fair, make, or was she involved in one of the graphs? That discounting should be selected, I leave to

the readers. Together with the discounting, despite lower interest rates, the gold is overpriced, unless

one believes that politics is completely unable to solve the problem partially. By the way, the good old

bank association has with the former concurrent silver bull lost the race against the banking company

(Hunt-Debakel/Silber-Frey). Let us not forget that gold is nothing if not we or our descendants may not

consume it or at least use it as a safety means for a loan. Had the SNB created a quarter of its gold

holdings stochastically on the Swiss Stock Exchange, the whole Swiss people would be a lot richer.

Reply
Sepp says:
9th February 2013 at 12:17
@ Linus Huber

In every other post they get upset about the devaluation of currencies. So ultimately you that money

owners are getting poorer. But they have never explained how the State or States, the crisis will be

their debts.

Keep in mind the context that money based on credit. If money owners are not poorer, loans can not

be eliminated. Most of this method are unpopular (haircut, inflating, ...).

Because the average debt or inflating are inevitable, resulting in escaping from money values in

property values, which ultimately cause blistering on the property market but also leads in gold. Both

are in fact not be available forever.

Reply
Linus Huber says:
9th February 2013 at 23:52
Thank you Sepp

First You can complain about how the debt will be eliminated. The point however, is precisely the fact

that the inflationary monetary policy, the amount of credit expansion was possible only because the

interest costs would not allow this. 

In the case of debt, there is a lender and a borrower. This has nothing to do with the central bank, but

there are 2 partners, which entered into an agreement. If the borrower has become insolvent, the

lender has probably just been unlucky, a normal process. Why should someone in this situation, what

to do with this deal to zero and nothing had to be used, and not the parties that the risks have been

received?

Base money is money plus credit volume in the system. Not base money owners have to be poorer,

special lender.

The flight out of money values in property values is not new but runs for 50 years precisely because of

the inflationary monetary policy. The problem today was not a vacuum, but is based on an already

longer-lasting development.

You can recognize some aspects but do not realize the changes produced thereby causing the end of

social values.

Reply
RealTerm says:
10th February 2013 at 10:46
Sic! That's right! If they'd just let the market do its cleanup and not with new debt (= taxpayers) would

have saved the banks. There would be no billion-more bonuses at the banks because the banks

themselves would be broke and abgewicklet already. The debt must get out of the system! It helps but

only very short term / temporary to let pass this and put it into the general public. And the creeping

inflation of is poison for the economy. Sure, without bailouts also some life insurance from normal

consumer would have come up with in smoke, but ultimately it happens anyway insidiously, with the

creeping method noticed the mass but not, it is diligently paid into the only seemingly ideal world of

paper and says, the price of gold is so high already sooo! Poor, hardworking German workers, at the

end of the war, the dead will be counted! Wrongful call it, cheating the common man must be an end to

the Zockerei Risikoabwäzung on with the general public! But all this will never end. It is, as always, and

instigate a war at the end of the slide on the devaluation of the currency war. The men believe our

leaders then ...

Reply
Sepp says:
11th February 2013 at 03:41
@ Linus Huber

Now we're getting closer. Who are you mentioned specifically the lender? Could it be that include

pension funds? If so, we should not get upset about the fact that the debt reduction results in reduced

pensions. Whether the debt is now reduced through debt restructuring or inflation, then monotony. In

any case, it is worthwhile to look at who is sitting on the other side of the debt before the debt

reduction demands.

Furthermore, we should clarify times, how is the ratio of base money, as they call it, and loan volume.

Just this: The loan volume are so dominant that we can hide the rest quietly. The money in the bank

account (or the number there in the database) is due in any case to the smallest part on the basis of

money.

Reply
Linus Huber says:
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11th February 2013 at 04:32
@ Sepp

"Whether the debt is now reduced through debt restructuring or inflation, then monotony." Is not it,

but it comes to certain principles, which are not undermined. If we inflate, debtors are rewarded, while

savers being robbed. This is just it escape into assets with all the subsequent problems.

A debtor is of course a party to an agreement, while the other party is the lender. This has nothing to

do with the saver, perhaps to avoid the hidden only for his chf30k under the mattress to any risk

(except of course the risk of fire or theft, but which he himself intended). Of course, the pension will

suffer, who bought himself questionable papers. This is nothing more than normal and should

discipline them accordingly. And of course, the credit volume has increased massively due to the

inflationary monetary policy of the past decades. All this is no reason that any decision makers are

allowed to have the power to decide who has to suffer now, but this is only a legal matter. But precisely,

the rule of law is trampled under feet today.

Linus Huber says:
11th February 2013 at 04:38
@ Sepp

What you also do not seem to recognize the concerns resulting enslavement of the Company, makers

of the people there to decide and have the tendency to acquire an ever greater degree of power. This is

a worrying trend, if one looks back at history. It is important that the power of the state is limited,

otherwise our freedom exists only on paper.

ast says:
9th February 2013 at 12:31
Read today in a prominent business newspaper. "The currency war, everything is different. No

country wants to make the winner. The point is to be among the losers. "

Now take that statement and put it in the context of the development of the gold price

Reply
RealTerm says:
10th February 2013 at 10:56
Absolutely tame! But the real slogan hits the mark! The states want to devalue their currency by force

(and thus its debt)! Who is the loser? The savers, the renter, the depositor in a life insurance policy!

Short of the "little man" with little credit! And this intention is also very pervese still open.

Those who have not yet realized now that there is gold in the current situation kene alternative that

does not understand what's going on!

Reply
Iten says:
9th February 2013 at 17:01
... Still have not understood that the EU is not about saving any states, but they go into debt in order to

escape them, then ultimately the sovereignties. That's the plan.

Reply
Thomas seriously says:
9th February 2013 at 21:07
Wisely recognized. It's Brussels only for power, not for the welfare of the people. QED.

Reply
Bob the Builder says:
9th February 2013 at 21:13
According ... FuW survey so we have already (still?) 60% barbarians ...

The Gold World annual production is 2700 tons - of which the Chinese have been last year, a whopping

44% (834t Import / 370T own production) sucked up like a vacuum cleaner!

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-02-05/china-gold-imports-from-hong-kong-gain-to-all-

time-high-in-12.html

The FuW should urgently once interviewed Folker Hellmeyer, chief economist at Bremer Landesbank

lead! - For years, he denounces numerous grievances regarding the precious metal manipulation,

tolerated by the CFTC (link below pp. 15, Prolog also worth reading) to the public. In interviews with n-

tv exchanges presenter Frank Meyer, he declared last year that could act "his" bank only "paper" -

physical deliveries were of the Bank by the precious metals markets (COMEX / LIFFE) explicitly

forbidden - reversed all know Insider that all physical commodity (gold and silver) disappears for

years via Hong Kong to China! - And because the Chinese themselves clever tweak your stats that's all

conspiracy theory .....

http://www.bremerlandesbank.de/fileadmin/user_upload/rss/Treasury-

Focus/121221_BLB_Treasury_Focus.pdf

The world is full of cranks and - even worse - conspiracy deniers ....

"In times of universal deceit is a revolutionary act of uttering truth" Eric Arthur Blair

PS: on 01/22/2013 Abe announced in the Far East: * QE open ended "+" unlimited ".... when we wake

up one morning and hear from the Middle Kingdom: Renminbi now * free * + * new goldgeckte ( !)

world currency * ... 2 years .. 5 years?

Reply
Rolf Zach says:
10th February 2013 at 01:49
Mr. Baumeister. I am convinced. that maybe in 10 years, China has no current account surplus more.

Just imagine, the Chinese would be around like gondolas in the world as the Germans. The Chinese

consumer can not eat gold and it is also for as a powerful economy does not need to have their reserves

in gold rise over 5000 tons. They will build up their gold holdings in the next few years so that they do

not have to purchase this gold for fantastic prices. I am not among those who talk in the near future of

perpetual current account surpluses of the Chinese. For me, actually count only Norway, Saudi Arabia

and Russia are among the countries with current account surpluses, and still today in 20 years.

Switzerland, it could be, but its banks are so busy dealing with bad investments abroad that our present

huge surpluses are a lot smaller. The 

renminbi will soon not a reserve currency, but there are no global trust in political institutions of China

(no rule of law), as they do not make up a reserve of 25,000 tons, as the United States had the 1941st

Otherwise would 

gold price rise so high that I would even wash in the streams of the bowl-Gold River area. Is still added
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that the gold in an absolute emergency situation is not necessarily a guarantee. As stated in an above

post, see 

today we buried gold treasures from the ancient world, we would see today not sure if these are the

treasures had been used by the owner for their plight. Even in these times, every state would bring

power in an absolute emergency, private gold itself. We investors are always greedy cowards and the

most timid and the little 

greedy in these rabbits are gold investors. Many commentators here want the gold standard, but China

wants the yuan standard. The others, however, prefer to keep the U.S. dollar.

Reply
Hans Ernst says:
9th February 2013 at 22:25
As with any investment, which is much higher, the potential for another big increase usually after a

long rise is smaller. This applies to gold, but this is true as well for Apple shares. Usually it is simply a

problem of absolute dimensions. At the beginning of the increase in question are small absolute

dimensions: to allow sales of smartphones (and the Apple stock) doubled absolutely needed it initially

only a small additional demand, as it requires relatively little money that will be invested in gold, if the

gold price is low, so this percentage increases dramatically. Should, however, the price of gold to a

fivefold increase fivefold again, has an enormously greater amount of money will be invested in gold,

provided the funding remains the same. This also applies to Apple. If the price of Apple's stock to rise

today, where Apple is willing grösstkapitalisierte the companies in the world, the absolute amount to be

extended to extremely iPhones sold. The demand must therefore continually expanding, so the price

may rise further. That has come to an end. And already a great increase has taken place, this is closer

to the end. How close this is of course is in gold to estimate the potential demand and very difficult

depending on the situation is hard to determine. Safe with gold a much greater extent than the demand

for smartphones is conceivable, because gold has no benefit and actually everyone wants to have. To

have five identical bullion is exciting for everyone, five identical smartphones, however, if all the

world has also been one, nobody was interested.

Reply
Linus Huber says:
9th February 2013 at 23:35
@ Hans Ernst

In this context, one must consider gold a little different. The gold price is really nothing more than an

expression of confidence in Fiat Currencies. Since time immemorial, when man could opt for an object,

which is to function as money, preferably gold was guaranteed respecting. Thus, although hampered

by many obstacles, gold is probably represent something like a currency that works in competition

with the major currencies.

Trust is a fragile component and can be destroyed very quickly. Therefore, it should be considered

very difficult to know whether the gold price will rise or fall in the medium term. Anyone who believes

that the crisis is over, can take very well that gold sinks. Who believes, however, that we are only in the

eye of the storm we buy gold as insurance against such arbitrariness of monetary policy.

Almost unnoticed, was launched last year, gold reclassified as non-Paid reserve asset for banks. Not

falling under the influence of the Fed central banks buy more gold today. The indoctrination by the

separation of gold from currencies in 1972, which denied the monetary function of gold-related

vehemently seems evaporates slowly.

Why did gold it to function as money, would be the appropriate question. The reason is that this is

hindered the manipulation of money. Who welcomed manipulations, increased power and central

planning functions of the State, may consider this as a positive development.

Reply
Bronki says:
10th February 2013 at 00:47
My friends and I live full it with the precious metal silver and gold and other always selternen metals

only a more expensive compared to other property, and food will be and the financial industry is

making a bad experience, if nobody wants to paper only real values, expressed also in silver or gold!

Reply
RealTerm says:
10th February 2013 at 14:01
"Whoever welcomes manipulations, increased power and central planning functions of the State, may

consider this as a positive development."

I run ... and more: But where the centralization of foreign control, manipulation, increasing

surveillance, prohibitions and control, lead Preisreglemetierung etc., we have in the history now knows

God always get to experience.

Reply
Bob the Builder says:
10th February 2013 at 16:00
... I just read the latest issue of FuW - a quote from Marc Faber:

"The interest service [Japan] is already half of the tax revenue. To double the interest, the state has a

problem. "

Our monetary system creating money - fiat money - is ultimately dominated by a "monster"!

-> In any compound interest SYSTEM with mathematical precision grow increasingly fiktiveren

BALANCES and on the opposite side of the DEBT!

-> But because the REAL ECONOMY - in our finite world (!) - Compatible, always a lesser extent, this

exponentially growing "twins" have to use debt / credit the "accounting units" are now simply "print"

(!) - Or we get our deflationary Game Over, and that "by tomorrow morning" ....

Paul C. Martin has written almost 30 years ago as follows: 

"All States are all States, all banks are liable for all central banks, including the IMF and the World

Bank and many other international institutions. And all states will bear all the banks, but also all the

central banks of all countries and all states for all central banks. All, all, all for all, all, all be there. And

all know that can not happen all of something, because then something happens to all. "

... I've now listed once, to be turned off with what clever ideas this "monster" when the zero hour

approaches: 

1) inflate a la Dr. G. Gono 

2) at O% interest to St. indefinitely 
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3) Reset! - Biblical Jubilee (! Lev 25.9 sounds a horn and all are without guilt ... cool) 

4) platinum coin 1000000000000000 .. (Krugman, Nobel Prize winner) 

5) * temporarily * Fiat Money System is terminated [08/15/1973: $ 42.22 ] 

6) buying up all the debt by central banks (NZZ 09.11.2012; BoE) 

7) Iceland / Argentina à la: "Sorry, national bankruptcy", respectively. "Sorry, Banks too big to save" 

8) Zoellick basket (oil, commodities, 5% gold, rice ..) -> My favorite! 

... so something for everyone

Reply
Sepp says:
11th February 2013 at 03:57
9) The Big Trees, or Monetative (ECO, January 28, 2013, http://vollgeld.ch/)

Reply
Bob the Builder says:
12th February 2013 at 13:47
(9) Thank you Sepp! - Come to my pers list - but not sorted by probability top position ... would benefit

85% - this works in "controlled" systems never ...

Reply
ast says:
12th February 2013 at 21:31
I also agree for Zoellick cart, then wonders with what the product can be traded virtually. Perhaps with

cart vrtuellem biochip personally driven every newborn in the butt?

Reply
Bob the Builder says:
13th February 2013 at 00:01
virtual: it is the hour of * Globo *! The accounting unit - Globo - is then evenly covered with real values

(OIL, European gold and silver, copper & Co, food, coal, etc., etc.) / fixed ....

Reply
Linus Huber says:
11th February 2013 at 00:13
@ Thomas seriously

I am absolutely amazed at how interesting contributions appear on this page. This interview should

your interest
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Hong Kong solll supposed to be the economically

most liberal region of the world. This is hogwash.

A curious Ranking

Why the label "Made in. .. "Is misunderstood by many

and long become meaningless.

"Made in USA" is not here anymore

The internal migration in China is anything known

before in the shade.

's biggest wave of migration history

That the new party leadership under Xi Jinping in
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China could breath of fresh air, is wishful thinking.

Prince Linge, opportunists, hardliners

By 1800, every third person was a Chinese - thanks to

European discovery.

Why are there so many Chinese?

Part of an IMF study indicate in Europe and the U.S. to

talk. Topic:. Government spending and economic

growth

, the IMF chief economist is causing a stir

Why the historical comparison to the representation of

the current crisis is downright misleading.

the "currency war" in the Thirties

Adequate pensions for single mothers
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Roosevelt's attempt to balance the state budget,

prolonged the Great Depression. Threatens a repeat?

The 1937 effect

In the analysis of low birth rate is an important factor is

usually neglected: the Immmobilienmarkt.

Property location determined family

planning

What to look for the best graphics from the latest

reports of the IMF on the global economic situation. An

overview.

Bleak outlook in pictures

The National Bank has been accused of aggravating

the euro crisis. An analysis of the allegations shows

the opposite.

As the SNB will help the Euro system
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Criminal psychologist Thomas Muller has studied

more than a thousand homicides. Today he advises

companies in need

The Man on the Edge

For the first time in 14 years, the balance of payments

of China on a negative balance. How is this to be

interpreted?

China bleeds money

A new report from the International Monetary Fund

shows that the banks learn from the financial crisis

does not want.
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Numbers such as GDP and population growth indicate

China is already an economic superpower.

unbraked The rise of China

Ben Bernanke and Mario Draghi pull out all the stops:

Does central banking decisions?

(in) time for central bankers

As long as Berlin closes its eyes to the real causes of

Austeritätsfalle, the euro crisis will not end.

Germans do not understand the euro crisis
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